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Complete adiabatic passage to arbitrarily sculpted superposition states

Petr Král and Moshe Shapiro
Department of Chemical Physics, Weizmann Institute of Science, 76100 Rehovot, Israel

~Received 16 October 2001; published 10 April 2002!

We introduce the ‘‘shaped-adiabatic-passage’’ method that allows one to realize a completepopulation
transfer from a given stateu1& to superpositions of energy eigenstatesuC&5(kcke

2 ivktuk& of any desired
composition. This objective can be achieved by using a ‘‘shaped’’~dump or Stokes! laser pulse, formed by
simultaneous monochromatic pulses of the same smooth profile, resonantly coupling the statesuk& with a single
intermediate stateu2&, followed by a~pump or anti-Stokes! pulse, coupling this intermediate state with the
initial stateu1&. The pulse shapes can be obtained from first-order perturbation theory, so the method can be
used for efficient information coding in the form of superpositions of atomic Rydberg states or of molecular
vibrational states.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.65.043413 PACS number~s!: 32.80.Qk, 33.80.Wz, 42.50.Dv, 42.50.Hz
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I. INTRODUCTION

The manipulation of quantum systems by cohere
control@1,2# and optimal-control@3–7# techniques invariably
proceeds via the generation of quantum superposition st
In the past,quasiclassicalwave packets were generated
superpositions of many atomic Rydberg states@8–14# or mo-
lecular rovibrational states@15–21#, in a direct excitation of
the initial ~ground! state by short laser pulses. The bro
coherent bandwidth of such pulses essentially projects
space-localized initial state into excited superposition sta
The generated wave packets could be ‘‘sculpted’’ by pul
shaping techniques@22–25#, thereby, iteratively improving
the degree of control over the excitation process@26,27#.

In spite of this success, these techniques usually tran
only a small fraction of the population in the initial stateu1&
to the specified manifold of the target energy eigenstatesuk&,
and control over the wave-packet shaping is also limited
contrast to this situation, population transfer to asingletarget
level can be accomplished with essentially 100% efficien
using adiabatic-passage~AP! techniques@28#, and especially
the stimulated Raman adiabatic passage~STIRAP! @29,30#
method.

In this paper, we suggest extending the AP methods
combining them with a new ‘‘active’’ pulse-shaping a
proach, so as to excite a sharply controlled superpositio
many target states@31–35#. In the combined approach
shortly termed ‘‘shaped adiabatic passage’’~SAP!, one
would be able to realize an essentially complete popula
transfer from stateu1& to practicallyany superpositionuC&
5(kcke

2 ivktuk& of energy eigenstatesuk&. As in STIRAP,
SAP uses an intermediate stateu2&, which gives rise to the
formation of ‘‘null states,’’ constituting aphase-sensitive
combinations of the initial and target states. The control o
the amplitude and phase of the coefficientsck is achieved by
dump pulse shaping. Contrary to usual optimal pulse-shap
situations@22–25#, where an iterative search must be p
formed, in SAP we know analytically what pulse shapes
craft in order to achieve a desired objective.

II. DESCRIPTION OF SAP

In Fig. 1 we illustrate the SAP excitation with acounter-
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intuitive pulse ordering@30#. In this scheme the ‘‘shaped
dump pulse, formed by many simultaneous monochrom
pulses of the same smooth profile, resonantly couples
statesuk& (k53, . . . ,n12) with a single intermediate stat
u2&, and precedes~while partially overlapping! the pump
pulse, coupling statesu2& and u1&. As we show below, the
magnitude and phase of the Rabi frequenciesV2,k(t) of the
dump pulse, directlymap outthe values of the target state
coefficients ck}V2,k(t), in complete agreement with th
first-order perturbation theory.

The Hamiltonian, in the dipole approximation, for th
SAP scheme can be written in a.u. (\51) as

FIG. 1. The SAP scheme. The first~dump! laser pulseED(t) is
formed by field componentsE2,k(t)exp(2iv2,kt) of the sametime
profile. They lead to the Rabi frequenciesV2,k(t)5m2,kE2,k(t),
which simultaneously couple all the statesuk& (k53, . . . ,n12) to
state u2&. The second~pump! pulse EP(t), giving the Rabi fre-
quencyV1,2(t)5m1,2E1,2(t), couples stateu2& to stateu1&.
©2002 The American Physical Society13-1
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H5 (
i 51,2

n12

v i u i &^ i u1EP~ t !@m1,2u1&^2u1H.c.#

1ED~ t ! (
k53

n12

@m2,ku2&^ku1H.c.#1H int . ~1!

The total pump~P! and dump~D! electric fields are

EP~ t !5Re„E1,2~ t !exp~2 iv1,2t !…, ~2!

ED~ t !5ReS (
k53

n12

E2,k~ t !exp~2 i v2,kt !D ,

where the slow field amplitudesEi , j (t) in the dump field
have thesamesmooth~Gaussian! time profile. This profile
determines the envelope of the dump fieldED(t), which is
fast modulated by interferences of the many present
quency components. The frequenciesv i , j in the fieldsEP(t)
os

-

04341
-

andED(t) are chosen such as to fit the distances between
levels of the SAP scheme (v i , j'v i2v j ), and resonantly
couple statesu1& and u2&, and stateu2& with statesuk& (k
53, . . . ,n12) via the dipole matrix elementsm1,2 andm2,k ,
respectively. Finally,H int in Eq. ~1! includes the terms re
sponsible for scattering and relaxation.

The system evolution is described by the wave funct
uC&5( i 51

n12ci(t)e
2 iv i tu i &. The column vector ofci(t) ( i

51, . . . ,n12) coefficients,

c~ t !5~c1 ,c2 ,c3 , . . . ,cn12!T, ~3!

whereT designates the matrix transpose, is a solution of
matrix Schro¨dinger equation

ċ~ t !52 iH~ t !c~ t ! ~4!

with the Hamiltonian (d i , j5v j2v i)
H~ t !5F 0 EP~ t !m1,2e
2 id1,2t 0 ••• 0

EP(t)m2,1e
id1,2t 0 ED~ t !m2,3e

2 id2,3t
••• ED~ t !m2,n12eid2,n12t

0 ED~ t !m3,2e
id2,3t 0 ••• 0

••• ••• ••• ••• •••

0 ED~ t !mn12,2e
id2,n12t 0 ••• 0

G . ~5!
ak
ect

ry
We make the rotating wave approximation inH(t), but retain
those components of the dump electric field, which are cl
in frequency. This leads to the effective SAP Hamiltonian

HSAP~ t !5F 0 V1,2 0 ••• 0

V2,1 0 S2,3 ••• S2,n12

0 S3,2 0 ••• 0

••• ••• ••• ••• •••

0 Sn12,2 0 ••• 0

G , ~6!

where V i , j (t)[uV i , j (t)ueif i , j[m i , jEi , j (t) are the Rabi fre-
quencies andS2,k(t) are their~dump! modifications,

S2,k~ t !5m2,k(
l 53

n12

exp@2 i ~d2,k1v2,l !t#E2,l~ t !

5V2,k~ t !1~off-resonant terms!. ~7!

These elementsS2,k incorporate the effects of both the on
resonance,E2,k (d2,k1v2,k'0), and the ‘‘weakly’’ off-
resonance,E2,lÞk (d2,k1v2,l'vk2v l), field components on
a givenuk&←u2& transition.

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors

Of the n12 eigenvalues ofHSAP(t), n are zero and two
are nonzero,
e
l1,2, . . . ,n50,

ln11,n12~ t !56S uV1,2~ t !u21 (
k53

n12

uS2,k~ t !u2D 1/2

. ~8!

The zero eigenvalues correspond to then null ~often called
‘‘dark’’ ! states,

uDk22&5S2,ku1&2V2,1uk&, ~k53, . . . ,n12!, ~9!

mixing the initial u1& state and the finaluk& states. We use
basis vectors redefined ase2 iv j t, u j &→u j &

If the field componentsEi , j (t) change slowly enough with
time, such that,

S U21~ t !
d

dt
U~ t ! D

k,l

!ulk~ t !2l l~ t !u, ~10!

whereU(t) is the matrix of eigenvectors, we expect theadia-
batic solution, based on diagonalizingHSAP, to be accurate.
In addition, when the field components are relatively we
and change slowly in time, so the pulse is long with resp
to the vibrational period tv ib'1/uv i2v i 61u!1/uV i j u
!tpulse, the contributions of the off-resonance oscillato
terms of Eq.~7! should average out, causingS2,k(t) to coin-
cide with the resonant term,V2,k(t).
3-2
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Let us examine first a SAP scheme withn52 and ap-
proximateS2,k by V2,k . As found in the past@32,33#, in this
four-level model the final adiabatic branching ratio betwe
stateu3& and stateu4& is given by uV3,2/V4,2u2 ~as in first-
order perturbation theory!. Here, we exactly reexamine wh
this system gives such a robust output, even though the a
batic condition in Eq.~10! with two null eigenvalues canno
be valid ~right-hand side is zero!.

We execute a linear transformation within the null su
space, such that one null eigenvector has the form@34#,

uD18&5 (
k53

4

Vk,2uDk22&5u1&(
k53

4

uVk,2u22V2,1(
k53

4

Vk,2uk&,

~11!

and the other null eigenvector is given as,

uD28&5V2,4uD1&2V2,3uD2&5V2,1~V2,3u4&2V2,4u3&),
~12!

so the two are always orthogonal

^D18uD28&5uV2,1u2~V3,2* V2,42V4,2* V2,3![0. ~13!

The two non-null eigenstates

uD38&5V1,2u1&1lu2&1V3,2u3&1V4,2u4&,

uD48&5V1,2u1&2lu2&1V3,2u3&1V4,2u4&,

l5AuV1,2u21uV2,3u21uV2,4u2 ~14!

are also orthogonal to each other^D38uD48&[0 and to the null
stateŝ Di8uD j8&[0 (i 51,2 andj 53,4).

We can now transform the Schro¨dinger equation~4! to the
space of eigenstates@32–34#, with the four-state basisuDi8&
( i 5124). The transformed equation is

v̇~ t !52 iW~ t !v~ t !, ~15!

wherev(t)5U21(t)c(t) is the new state vector. The matr
U(t) of eigenvectors diagonalizes the Hamiltonian~6! and
generates the evolution matrix

W~ t ![U21~ t !H~ t !U~ t !1 i U̇21~ t !U~ t !. ~16!

If we calculate this evolution matrixW(t), we realize that it
does notcouple at all theuD18& anduD28& states, i.e., from the
elementsWi j (t) ( i , j 51,2) only W11(t)Þ0. This is the cru-
cial fact, which explains the robustness of the above re
p3 /p45uV3,2/V4,2u2, even when Eq.~10! is broken due to
the two-dimensional null subspace.

Let us see why. In the counterintuitive pulse-orderi
scheme, whereV2,k(t) precedesV2,1(t), only the null state
uD18& correlates initially with the stateu1&; in contrast, the
null stateuD28& is orthogonal tou1& at all times and the non
null statesuD38&, uD48& are orthogonal tou1& at thebeginning
(t50). Thus, in the adiabatic evolution starting from sta
u1&, we can directly decouple the two non-null eigenstates
Eq. ~15!, by settingWi j (t)50 (i , j 53,4), and still obtain an
04341
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essentially exact evolution@32–34#. Since from the rest ele
ments onlyW11(t)Þ0, all the populationmustremain in the
null stateuD18&. But in this stateuD18&, the transition ampli-
tudesc3 andc4, of the finally populated statesu3& and u4&,
are proportional to the Rabi frequenciesV3,2 and V3,2, re-
spectively, so the final populations of these two statesuk&
(k53,4), given aspk5ucku2, are proportional touVk,2u2.

We can now return to the general@(n12)-level# SAP
system and transform, in analogy to the above, the null st
such that in the counterintuitive pulse-ordering scheme, o
one of these transformed states correlates initially with s
u1&,

uD18&5u1& (
k53

n12

uVk,2u22V2,1(
k53

n12

Vk,2uk&, ~17!

with the other null states kept orthogonal to stateu1&. Since
only this uD18& gets adiabatically populated, it follows imme
diately from Eq.~17! that ck}Vk,2 and pk5ucku2}uVk,2u2.
This is exactly the result of the first-order perturbation theo
@2,6,17#, which holds here even in the strong field regime

III. VIBRATIONAL SAP IN THE Na 2 MOLECULE

As an example of SAP, we now examine Raman tran
tions in the Na2 molecule@36#. In particular, we look at a
process in which, using a Raman transition starting from
v50 vibrational state of theX1Sg

1 ground electronic state
we populate a superposition of high lyingv vibrational states
of thesameelectronic state, using thev850 vibrational level
of theexcitedelectronic stateA1Su

1 as an intermediate state
As our target we choose to populate a ‘‘coherent-state’’ wa
packet given as

ua&5expS 2
1

2
uau2D (

v50

`
av

~v! !1/2
uv&, ~18!

although the excitation of other interesting superposit
states, such as the displaced and squeezed Fock states@37#,
should be also feasible.

In principle, we can also generate vibrational coher
states belonging to other electronic states. Having, howe
chosen to start and end in the same electronic state, m
that we have to limit somewhat the range ofa values that
can be considered, because we need to exclude theuv50&
state from our superposition. This is due to the fact that
uv50& state also serves as our initial state and its use as
of the target manifold would invalidate the form of th
Hamiltonian used in Eq.~6!. Even fora values as low as
23 the exclusion of theuv50& state does not detract muc
from achieving our objective, because the weight of theuv
50& state inua523& state is very small.

A. Shaping the pulse

Following the above arguments, the pulse shape neede
attain the target wave packet of Eq.~18! is of the form,
3-3
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PETR KRÁL AND MOSHE SHAPIRO PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 043413
E2,k5v12~ t !5
f ~ t !av

~v! !1/2m2,v12

, ~19!

where f (t) is an arbitrary smooth function of the time. Fo
lowing the Franck-Condon approximation@38# we approxi-
mate the transition-dipole matrix elements as,

m2,v12[^A1Su
1 ,v850u ê•muX1Sg

1 ,v&'m̄^0uv&,

whereê is the polarization direction andm̄ a constant num-
ber representing an ‘‘average’’ electronic transition dipo
moment. Thê 0uv& overlap integrals are called the ‘‘Franck
Condon’’ ~FC! factors@38#. For the above transitionm̄'7 D
@39#.

The pulse of Eq.~19! is expected to attain the desire
objective becauseck}V2,k5m2,kE2,k(t)}av/(v!) 1/2, v5k
22, as required by Eq.~18!. Experimentally, it is possible to
shape pulses using 128–256 discrete~equidistant! frequen-
cies @22,24#. Therefore, a nearly coherent state composed
as many as 10220 ~slightly anharmonic! vibrational levels
can be generated. For more complex wave packets, the n
ber of levels~hence, frequencies! necessary to achieve goo
overlap with the target would be higher.

In Fig. 2, we compare the amplitudes of the chosen
herent state~18! in terms of Fock states,f v5av/(v!) 1/2, with
a523 ~solid line!, with the FC coefficientsFv5^v850uv
Þ0& between the vibrational wave functions of theA1Su

1

and X1Sg
1 states~dashed line!. We have chosen the vibra

tional vacuumuv850& of A1Su
1 as the intermediate stat

u2&, so thatnoneof the FC factors is too small~necessitating
the use of very large electric-field components!. Because the
A1Su

1uv850& vibrational state is a nearly perfect Gaussi
function, from the point of view of the groundX1Sg

1 state
dynamics it appears as a coherent state, slightly shifted f
the equilibrium position. Hence, the values of the FC fact

FIG. 2. Creation of Na2 coherent states in theA1Su
1←X1Sg

1

electronic transition. Solid line, the amplitudesf v5av/(v!) 1/2.
Dashed line, the FC coefficientsFv5^v850uvÞ0&. Dot-dashed
line, The f v /Fv ratio, proportional to theE2,v12(t) field compo-
nents.
04341
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and the expansion coefficients of ana523 coherent state in
the Fock states are very similar. As a result, their ra
~shown as a dot-dashed line in Fig. 2! that yields the excita-
tion field componentsE2,k(t) (k5v12), is a smoothly vary-
ing function of v. In contrast, the time dependence of t
resulting total~dump! electric fieldED(t) in Eq. ~2! appears
very complicated due to its many frequency components

B. The dynamical parameters

The most important parameters that enter the SAP pro
are the molecular vibrational period,tv ib ('300 fs for Na2),
the inverse Rabi frequencies 1/V i , the pulse lengthtpulse,
the dephasing timetdephase, and the radiative decay tim
t rad . We find that for the execution of a complete populati
transfer these dynamical variables must obey the orde
tv ib!1/uV2,ku!tpulse,tdephase,t rad . The first inequality
follows from our desire to reduceV2,k so as to minimize the
Stark shifts of the levels during the laser pulses. The red
tion in V2,k , in combination with many Rabi oscillation
needed in each pulse, requires that for Na2 , tpulse>20230
ps. In order for the superposition state to be generated be
its phases are dephased away,tpulse,tdephase. Also, since
we want only one initial state to be excited, the (Na2) mol-
ecule should be sufficiently cold so as to populate only
single rovibrational state.

Another deleterious effect is due to anharmonicity of t
molecular vibrational system, which causes additio
‘‘spreading’’ of phases in the target superposition state. I
nevertheless possible to adjust the phases of the Rabi
quencies so that the resulting superposition state would
licate the desired target state at a chosen time pointt r . The
phase adjustments are determined by including additio
phase factorseiDf2,k, exactly given asDf2,k5v2,ktr , in the
E2,k(t) field components. The phasesDf2,k can be estimated
by performing a Dunham-type expansion@38# of the oscilla-
tor eigenenergies in (v5k22). The first term is the har-
monic approximation. The second-order term, reflecting
quadratic corrections, brings about a phase correction
f v(Dv)2t r , where for example, for Na2 , f v59
'294.7 meV. In addition to this effect, in the anharmon
case, the Franck-Condon factors do not strictly follow t
dependence shown in Fig. 2.

C. Numerical tests

We have tested the SAP theory by comparing the ad
batic and exact wave-packet dynamics@V2,k vs S2,k in Eq.
~7!# performed on the Na2 molecule. We consider resonan
excitation by two pulses whose Rabi frequencies are Ga
ian, V1,2(t)5O1,2exp@2(t2t0)

2/tpulse
2 # and V2,k(t)

5O2,k exp@2t2/tpulse
2 #. Here O1,25uO1,2ueif1,2 and O2,k

5uO2,kueif2,k are the peak Rabi frequency,tpulse530 ps and
t052tpulse is the delay between the pulses. We set

uO1,2u5uO2,v59u515/tpulse50.5 ps21,

uO2,vÞ9u50.5~9!/v! !1/2~23!v29, ~20!
3-4
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COMPLETE ADIABATIC PASSAGE TO ARBITRARILY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 043413
in accordance with Fig. 2 and Eq.~18!. To account for the
Na2 anharmonicities, the initial phasesf2,k are modified ac-
cording toDf2,k . In Na2, the laser intensity correspondin
to a Rabi frequency ofO1,2515/tpulse is 0.83 MW/cm2. This
rather low value is due to the large value ofm̄, which, for the
A←X transition in Na2, is ;7 D. Obviously, for other mol-
ecules with smaller dipole moments, higher intensities wo
be required in order to successfully accomplish a comp
population transfer.

In Fig. 3 we present~upper curve, left scale! the time-
dependent average position^x(t)& and ~lower curve, right
scale! the variancesx(t)5$^x2(t)&2^x(t)&2%1/2 of a vibra-
tional wave packet created by exciting the ground Na2 state
by a pulse whose field components are depicted in Fig. 2
addition, an anharmonic phase correction parameterized
t r540 ps was applied. For this case, the exact numer
solution, using the fullS2,k(t) of Eq. ~7!, is practically indis-
tinguishable from the adiabatic solution withV2,k(t). Only
when the pulse lengthtpulse is too short with respect totv ib
or simply the field intensities are substantially increased
thattv ib!1/uV2,ku is no longer correct, significant deviation
between the exact numerical solution and the adiabatic
proximation show up~see Fig. 4!.

The time evolution depicted in Fig. 3 shows an initial ri
in ^x(t)& and in sx(t) as the uv.0&←uv50& transitions
begin to take place. As the system nears thet r540 ps mark,
where the anharmonic dephasings are exactly compens

FIG. 3. Upper frame: The time-dependent average posi
^x(t)& ~left scale! and the variancesx(t) ~right scale! of a vibra-
tional wave packet created by two pulses, w
uO1,2u,uO2,v59u,uO2,vÞ9u given in Eq.~20!. Phase corrections with
t r540 ps were applied. The two thin dot-dashed lines show thep1

and(k53
n12pk populations. Lower frame: The wave-packet evoluti

at aroundt540 ps.
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for, the wave packet becomes highly localized, as eviden
by a sudden drop in the r.m.s. deviation, while undergo
classical-like oscillations, shown more clearly in the low
frame. Following a ‘‘fractional revival’’@40,41# at 50 ps, at
which time the wave packet splits into two~thereby becom-
ing a macroscopic quantum interference or ‘‘Schro¨dinger
cat’’ state@42–45#!, an essentially complete revival is seen
occur at 60 ps time.

In Fig. 4 we compare the adiabatic (V2,k) and the exact
(S2,k) time evolution, around thet r540 ps time mark, for
16.6 times stronger fields,uO1,2u5uO2,9u5250tpulse ~inten-
sity of 230 MW/cm2). The strength of the interaction en
hances the off-resonance highly oscillatory components
S2,k , so thattv ib!1/uV2,ku is not more valid and the~inter-
nal! adiabaticity is broken by Stark shifts of the levels. A
though at around the 40 ps time mark the adiabatic solu
is in good agreement with the exact one, it gets out of s
from it, both in magnitude and phase, after some five vib
tional periods. In spite of this, complete population trans
is still possible, since we break only the ‘‘internal’’ adiab
ticity, i.e., induce transitionsbetweenthe final levels, and
preserve the adiabativity of the Raman transition 1/uV2,ku
!tpulse. Therefore, the only difference from the weak
pulse case is that theck coefficients are now no longe
strictly proportional to theV2,k Rabi frequencies.

D. Sensitivity of SAP to level detuning

In Fig. 5 we investigate the dependence of the detuni
of the individual final levels relative to the field componen
For simplicity, we consider justtwo final states@32,33#, with
populationsp3 and p4, but the results apply to any pair o
levels in a SAP with arbitraryn. We assume that the ampl
tude of Rabi frequencies are the sameuO1,2u5uO2,3u5uO2,4u
525/tpulse andtpulse530 ps, with roughly 25 Rabi oscilla
tions in the transition region, and approximateS2,k(t) by
V2,k(t). We slightly detune one of the final states by
amount defined as,D2,45v2,42v21v4, and plot~thick line!
the populationsp3 andp4 as a function ofD2,4.

n

FIG. 4. The average position̂x(t)& and the variancesx(t) ob-
tained from the adiabatic solution~broken lines! and from the exact
solution ~full lines!, for strong pulses, uO1,2u5uO2,v59u
5250/tpulse, with uO2,vÞ9u being accordingly also 16.6 times the
values of Eq.~20!. All the other parameters are as in Fig. 3
3-5
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PETR KRÁL AND MOSHE SHAPIRO PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 043413
We see that for a nonzero detuning, the final probabilit
are no longer strictly proportional to the Rabi frequenci
Already for D2,450.1 O1,2, nearly 75% of the population
goes to the resonantly tuned levelun1&, keeping'25% on
the detuned levelun2&. When the Rabi frequencies ar
doubled to 50/tpulse, the probabilities, though appearing
coincide with those of Fig. 5, are actually less sensitive to
detuning, because the latter is now twice as large. Thus
robustness of SAP with respect to detunings increases
the field intensity.

These results can be compared with the degree of se
tivity of the usual STIRAP scenario~i.e., adiabatic passage t
a single final state!, represented by the thin lines of Fig.
We see that the population transfer to a single final stateu3&
is much less sensitive to the detuningD2,35v2,32v21v3.
As in SAP, for larger Rabi frequencies the relative sensitiv
is further reduced.

FIG. 5. Thick lines, final populationsp3 andp4 for equal Rabi
frequencies and unequal detuningD2,4ÞD2,350. The thin lines
show thatp123 populations in the usual STIRAP to a single fin
state as a function of theD2,3 detuning.
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In pulse-shaping experiments, proper tuning can
achieved by adjusting the placements of the liquid-crys
elements@22,24# relative to the dispersed pulse so as to
troduce only those field components that are in exact re
nance with somev2,k transition frequency. Recently, STI
RAP was also realized withone laser beam@46#, while the
other transition was induced by a tuned vacuum in a hi
quality cavity. In SAP, one could generalize this princip
and use a cavity with astructured surface, which would
guide the population in different final states.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown that essentially complete populat
transfer to a sculpted wave packets of any desired mak
can be achieved by a ‘‘counterintuitive’’ pump-dum
adiabatic-passage process. The utility of this result is in
simple prescription for pulse shaping it presents. We sh
the strong dump pulse in exactly the same manner as dict
by the first-order perturbation theory, namely, its monoch
matic field components should be proportional to the co
plex target expansion coefficients divided by the respec
transition dipole matrix elements from the intermediate st
to the final states. Therefore, we believe that the SAP sch
can be used in efficient coding of information.

The resulting ‘‘shaped-adiabatic-passage’’ scheme
been computationally tested for the Raman generation
sculpted wave packet on the ground electronic state of
Na2 molecule. We have shown that the scheme works w
pulses of 20–30 ps durations at moderate intensities of a
MW/cm2.
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